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received extraordinary reviews, referring to ‘every hallmark of distinguished
musicianship’ and ‘great humanity in the finesse of their playing’.
A significant chamber ensemble, with no change in personnel since its foundation, the
quartet has played at many major international venues, including the Musikverein,
Vienna, the Dom Muziki, Moscow, the Library of Congress, Washington, the Royal
Palace and the National Concert Hall, Madrid, and appears regularly at venues such
as the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam, and the Wigmore Hall, London. Chamber music
partners have included Elisabeth Leonskaja, Mischa Maisky, Julian Rachlin and Evgeny
Kissin.
The Kopelman Quartet has given concerts in the United Kingdom, Spain, Portugal,
Austria, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland,
Slovakia, Cyprus, the United States, Canada and Russia; festivals in which they have
played include the Edinburgh International Festival, the Valladolid Festival, the Zurich
Festival, the Colmar Festival, Prague Spring Festival, December Nights, Moscow, and
the Ravinia Festival in the United States.
The Kopelman Quartet has recorded a Shostakovich Plus series for Nimbus Records
and has also recorded for Wigmore Live, the Wigmore Hall's own label. Recorded
repertoire includes music by Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Myaskovsky, Tchaikovsky,
Weinberg and Schubert.

Dmitri Shostakovich's fifteen string quartets embrace a period of more than thirty
years and form the most extensive cycle in the genre since Beethoven; but he was a
relatively late starter in the genre. His somewhat benign First String Quartet Op. 49,
which he described as 'a playful interlude after the Fifth Symphony', did not enter the
public domain until 1938. By then he had already composed, in addition to his five
symphonies, numerous film scores, two operas, three ballets and incidental music for
eight plays.
Shostakovich's First Quartet is one of his few works which eschews representation of
anguish, desolation or rebellion. However, the style, scale and emotional range of its
successor are as different as chalk from cheese. He composed his String Quartet No.
2 in A major Op. 68 in just nineteen days during the summer of 1944 at a 'House of
Rest and Creativity' (one of the government's sponsored rural treats for writers and
composers) in Ivanovo. Completed on 20 September, its allusions to Russian folk
music made it a loyal response to the 'Great Patriotic War', but its incorporation of
style elements of the sacred and klezmer music of Eastern European Jewry, historically
oppressed within Russia and Eastern Europe, took its implications further afield.
Shostakovich's interest in Jewish music had been sparked by his completion of the
one-act opera Rothschild's Violin by his talented Jewish pupil Veniamin Fleischmann,
who died in battle in 1941. By including aspects of Jewish style, he may have desired
to express his sympathy for the persecuted Jewish people, especially when news
broke in 1944 of the atrocities carried out at the Treblinka concentration camp, built
and operated by Nazi Germany in occupied Poland during WWII. Alternatively, he
may have intended to declare his opposition to the growing anti-Semitism within the
USSR or pay tribute to the leader of the Beethoven Quartet, Dmitry Tsïganov, who
evidently claimed that the second movement of Op. 68 was composed with his
playing style in mind.
Whatever his reason, Shostakovich certainly wrote his Second String Quartet for
Tsïganov and his colleagues, following his attendance at their twentieth anniversary
concert at the Moscow Conservatory on 16 January 1944. The Beethoven Quartet
premiered the work at The Philharmonic Hall in Leningrad on 14 November 1944 and
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was to premiere all of Shostakovich's subsequent string quartets except the last (and
then only because its cellist, Sergei Shirinsky, died shortly before the scheduled
performance). Op. 68 was dedicated to Vissarion Shebalin, a friend of some years who
was considered at that time to be the Soviet Union's foremost composer of string
quartets. It comprises four movements, which, apart from their titles, seem on the
surface to be conventional: (Overture) a sonata-form first movement, (Recitative and
Romance) a slow movement, (Waltz) a dance movement, and (Theme and Variations)
a variation finale. However, the tonal sequence of these movements is unusual – A
major, B flat major, E flat minor, A minor – and the dark, powerful and often dissonant
character of their musical content is unsettling rather than reassuring.
The Overture is a densely written, fully worked-out movement in sonata form and, like
Shostakovich's Fifth Quartet Op. 92, specifies a repeat of the exposition. It is based
largely on a bold, powerful and rhythmic theme, introduced at the outset by the first
violin, and a second idea (1st violin initially) which, at first nervous and stuttering,
gradually becomes increasingly more aggressive and dissonant. The tension is relaxed
briefly at the beginning of the development section and the opening theme is treated
as a quasi-waltz in C minor over a gentle pizzicato accompaniment; but the music
becomes progressively more strident and fragmented as thematic material is tossed
about, culminating in a fortissimo climax. The modified reprise presents the thematic
material in re-ordered and more concentrated form. The major-mode opening theme
is not heard again until very near the close, when it appears (with the second theme in
close attendance) in all its triumphant glory.
The austere, contemplative second movement is of ternary design. The recitative
element of its title refers to the first violin's lengthy, melancholy opening free fantasia,
with its various klezmer inflections, over a soft, unbarred chordal accompaniment from
the other instruments. A brief solo passage for cello leads to the central Romance,
which commences in the first violin as a slow, wistful waltz but gradually becomes
more strident and dissonant, quickening in pace towards a fortississimo climax before
eventually dissolving into a return of the opening recitative material.
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Founded by experienced chamber musicians steeped in the standards and style of the
classic Russian school, the Kopelman Quartet carries forward a rich inheritance of
technical excellence, lyricism, grace and musical integrity.
Mikhail Kopelman, Boris Kuschnir, Igor Sulyga and Mikhail Milman all graduated from
the Moscow Conservatoire in the 1970s, this institution's golden age, when the
students regularly worked with musicians and teachers such as David Oistrakh, Boris
Belenky, Yuri Yankelevich, Fyodor Druzhinin, Dmitri Shostakovich, Mstislav
Rostropovich and Natalia Gutman. These strong musical influences have remained
with the members of the Kopelman Quartet, even though they pursued individual
careers for twenty-five years before founding the quartet in 2002.
Mikhail Kopelman, first violin, was the renowned leader of the Borodin Quartet for
twenty years and his unique contribution to the art of the string quartet earned him
the Royal Philharmonic Society Award and the Concertgebouw Silver Medal of Honour.
He holds a professorship at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, USA. Boris
Kuschnir, second violin, is a prize-winner at many international violin and chamber
music competitions and a distinguished teacher whose pupils include Julian Rachlin
and Nikolaj Znaider. He is professor at the Music and Arts University of the City of
Vienna and the University for Music and Performing Arts, Graz. Igor Sulyga, viola,
played for twenty years with Vladimir Spivakov in his string quartet as well as in the
highly-esteemed Moscow Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra, He is a professor at the
Katarina Gurska School of Music and Foundation, Madrid. As founding members of
the Moscow String Quartet, both Boris Kuschnir and Igor Sulyga worked with Dmitri
Shostakovich on his late quartets. Mikhail Milman, cello, was for twenty years principal
cellist of the Moscow Virtuosi Chamber Orchestra and collaborated frequently as
chamber musician with Vladimir Spivakov and with the Borodin Quartet, led by Mikhail
Kopelman, in concerts and in prize-winning recordings. The common roots and
background of the musicians enabled the Kopelman Quartet quickly to grow to
maturity, and their Edinburgh Festival concert, just one year after their foundation,
NI 5970
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extended duo versions in ninths). Another cello ostinato underpins a second idea (1st
violin) which, punctuated by sarcastic interruptions, is joined first by an ascending
chromatic figure (2nd violin) reminiscent of the second movement's fugato motive.
The tension gradually builds as the cello abandons the ostinato and takes up the
second idea in octaves with the viola; and it reaches fever pitch with the violins in sixths
before subsiding to an exact reprise of the Molto Allegro's opening. The cello's
hastening twelve-note statement at the finale's beginning is recalled in more positive
vein, along with a reminiscence of the third movement's double dotted motive and,
over a cello pedal C, material from the first movement (the opening idea and ethereal
violin duet, the violins' ostinato in quintuplet quavers and the viola solo passages in
augmented note-values), and the music gradually winds down in tempo and volume
to the close.
Robin Stowell

The energetic ternary third movement (Waltz), in the very distant key of E flat minor,
is muted throughout. According to Shostakovich it is a 'valse macabre', led by the
cello's sinuous melody. Its menacing central section, abundant with down-bow
accents, bears some resemblances to Shostakovich's Fourth Symphony, which he had
himself withdrawn from public scrutiny in 1936, following his fall from official favour
after an uncompromising attack on his opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk Op. 29 in the
government newspaper Pravda.
The finale is the most developed of the four movements, comprising a bold opening
unison statement from the lower strings, a slow introductory dialogue (1st violin and
cello) and a set of thirteen variations of diverse character on a lyrical melody
(Moderato con moto) of distinctly Russian character. Introduced by the viola and
marked semplice, the theme is taken up by the other instruments in turn in the first
three variations above contrasting tonal and accompanimental backgrounds, even if
it undergoes little transformation itself. All that soon changes in the subsequent
variations, which proceed through a variety of textures, traverse the tonal spectrum
and gradually increase in pace and fervour before the brakes are eventually applied
for a reprise of the introductory material. The theme finally returns in modified form
and the movement concludes with three emphatic, sustained A minor chords,
confirming the work's overall modal conflict, Shostakovich's only string quartet to
begin in a major and end in a minor key.
Seven years before the completion of his First String Quartet Shostakovich had a brief
initial dalliance with the genre. While staying in Batumi, Georgia in late October/early
November 1931, he adapted in one evening two short movements from earlier works
as a gift to the Jean Vuillaume Quartet. His beautiful Elegy (sometimes headed
Adagio) for string quartet is derived from Katerina Ismailova’s aria 'The foal runs after
the filly' in Act I, Scene 3 of Lady Macbeth, which he completed in its original version
in 1932. In this 'tragedy-satire' based on a short story by Nikolay Leskov, Katerina is
deeply unhappy in both her marriage to Zinovy and her relationship with Boris, her
father-in-law. She is seduced by their farmhand, Sergei, and falls in love with him, but
with tragic consequences. The Elegy is a transcription of Katerina's melancholy aria,
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sung just before her seduction.
The Polka (sometimes titled Allegretto) derives from Shostakovich's first ballet The
Golden Age Op. 22 (1929-30), which dramatises the visit of a Soviet football team to
a decadent Western European city. The footballers are subjected to various indignities,
including imprisonment, but they are eventually freed when the working classes revolt
against their bourgeois rulers and the ballet ends with a dance of solidarity between
the footballers and the workers. The Polka's grotesque character reflects its original
ballet setting as an accompaniment to a scene satirizing the appearance of politicians
from the League of Nations. It later became better known in further transcriptions by
Shostakovich for solo piano, orchestra, chamber orchestra and jazz band, and was
even transformed into a popular song!
At the time of writing an Internet search reveals much about the Russian virtuoso
pianist Evgeny Kissin's Wunderkind years and mature genius at the keyboard but little
about his ventures in music composition; and there is certainly no work-list available.
Interviews reveal that he composed some juvenilia for piano as a seven-year old,
among them miniatures with titles such as 'Morning Song', 'New Year March',
'Chromatic Etude' and 'Petrouchka', and he later produced some effective Baroque
pastiche in his 'Two Inventions'. His long list of concert encores also includes his
virtuoso 'Toccata', the last in a cycle of four piano pieces (the others are titled
'Meditation', 'Dodecaphonic Tango' and 'Intermezzo'), and his Memoirs and
Reflections, published in 2017, reveals that, in addition to this string quartet, he has
written works for voice and piano and cello and piano and wishes to spend more time
on developing his own compositional voice.

issues and string effects. The work itself is modernist, starkly constructed but deeply
communicative and it comprises an eclectic mixture of styles that appertain to Kissin's
life and career. A strong Russian character is inflected by Jewish influences, as well as
dalliances with dodecaphony and traits of composers as diverse as Shostakovich,
Prokofiev, Josef Matthias Hauer and Arvo Pärt. Above all, though, Kissin is a romantic
in his approach to life and creativity and one cannot help but wonder if his String
Quartet contains some extra-musical significance yet to be unveiled.
The brief, contemplative opening Adagio, in a quasi-ternary form, firmly embeds the
tonal centre C (cello), over which the viola and second violin combine to spell out a
twelve-note series. The lyrical three upper instruments eventually join in rhythmic
unison, but the atmosphere soon subsides into an ethereal violin duet over a
sustained cello line. An impassioned cello solo leads to a brief central section of
fluctuating tempo, which culminates in a climactic passage for all four instruments. An
ostinato in quintuplet quavers then ensues in the violins and the viola reintroduces the
opening material, this time in augmented note-values, underpinned by the cello and
dying away to the close.
The restless second movement, a scherzo equivalent (A-B-A' + coda), is characterised
by the intense chromaticism of its descending and ascending fugato-like figures,
acerbically dissonant harmonies and rising and falling glissandi (some eventually in
double stopping). A powerful climax gives way to a lighter section characterised by
pizzicato and col legno effects, but the material of the opening is soon reprised and
then intensified by cross rhythms and multiple stopping to form an even more potent
culmination. Material from the central section forms the coda.

Kissin's String Quartet is a fitting companion to Shostakovich's works on this disc, not
least because both composers' musical language has much in common. Although
Kissin has clearly had to feel his way in the medium, he has done so with the assistance
of performer-colleagues, notably members of the Emerson Quartet, with whom he has
given a few chamber music recitals, and of the Kopelman Quartet, who appear to have
recommended various modifications to his original score regarding certain technical

The Largo drammatico is characterised throughout by a figure with a predominant
double-dotted rhythm and falling semiquaver appendage and by sharply contrasting
dynamics. Following a free, hastening cello solo rooted in dodecaphony, a brief
contemplative section with double dotted rhythms introduces, via ad libitum violin
passages, a Molto allegro sarcastico in the manner of Prokofiev or Shostakovich, with
individual fugato entries of the principal idea over a pedal C in the cello (and later in
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